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Q1: How does analytics help in defining the new

normal?

 

Q2: How has the COVID-19 crisis altered the buying

and consumption patterns of customers globally?

 

Q3: What can businesses do to thrive in the new

reality?

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

The reality of the COVID-19 crisis took the world by surprise.

Self-quarantine, travel bans and other restrictions imposed

by the governments to curb the outbreak have prevented

people from venturing out and many are still in the phase of

getting accustomed to the idea of prolonged indoor stays.

Amidst all the chaos and restrictions one can witness a

noticeable change in customer buying behavior and

preferences. Due to the ongoing transformations, business

leaders are rightly concerned if these regulations will

establish new and lasting customer habits that’ll impact

business growth. Our analytics expert, Aviral Sinha has been

monitoring the impact on the crisis on customer buying

patterns and the global economy. In this Q&A series, he

shares his views on the growing reasons behind customers’

behavioral changes and their role in accelerating the shift

towards a new reality.

“Quantzig’s comprehensive portfolio of analytics solutions combine the power
of advanced technology and data-driven insights to help you make accurate

decisions that drive sales and profitability.”
 

 

 

 
 

 

Discussion at a Glance

https://www.quantzig.com/?utm_source=Q%26AW16&utm_medium=Q2Q%26AW16&utm_campaign=Q2Q%26A&utm_term=covid-19+crisis&utm_content=covid-19+crisis
https://www.quantzig.com/services/merchandising-analytics
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cutting-edge

customer data

analytics models

Cross-domain
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Flexible white box

solutions

 

 

 

 

 
 

Aviral Sinha, Assistant Manager – Presales, has 7+ years of

cumulative experience in the field of analytics, management

consulting, and technology. He has successfully managed

various analytics engagements including advanced customer

and marketing analytics, price optimization, sales analytics,

and BI solutions. His domain expertise and skills have played

an instrumental role in providing actionable analytics insights

for clients across multiple industries.

 
 

 
Q1: How big a role does analytics play in defining the

new normal?

 

 
 

Considering today’s business scenario, it wouldn’t be wrong to

say the world has turned upside down with the blink of an

eye. The COVID-19 crisis has severely impacted and changed

the way we did things previously, impacting the way we will

do things in the future. In such a scenario, analytics solutions

providers are the ones who get to forecast what, how and

why things or business processes will be carried out in the

next couple of months. The post-crisis scenario will be a lot

different from what one can humanly think of, the new

normal will be driven by consumer buying patterns and

reprioritization of existing requirements. This implies post the

crisis we will all behave differently across all interaction

points, thereby defining the new normal in which analytics

will play a pivotal role in driving business decisions across all

industrial segments.

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

REQUEST FREE DEMO
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CORE
CAPABILITIES

Merchandising Analytics

Merchandise Planning &

Optimization

Cannibalization Analysis

Price Optimization

Demand Transference

New Product Launch Impact

Analysis

Footfall Driver Analysis

Retail Analytics

Banking Analytics

Logistics and Transportation

Analytics

Supply Chain Analytics

Food and Beverage Analytics

Inventory Management

Risk Analytics

Supply chain operations

management

We help businesses drive

growth and profitability through

advanced analytics solutions

that cover the following key

areas:

 

 
 

 
 

 
Q2: How has the COVID-19 crisis altered the buying

and consumption patterns of customers globally?

 

 
 

In the current scenario, long periods of self-quarantine or

isolation measures taken by the governments along with

anxiety and economic recession have greatly impacted the

buying patterns of consumers prompting them to cut back on

nonessential items in favor of day-to-day necessities. This

implies the COVID-19 crisis is drastically altering the buying

behavior of the global population and, this, in turn, is

adversely impacting businesses. Leading online service

providers are working on ramping up their inventories and

warehouses to ensure they cater to the changing needs of

customers. As the focus shifts to recovery in the post-

pandemic world, businesses are most likely going to focus on

deploying advanced analytics solutions and technologies like

AI and machine learning to reignite top-line growth. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

REQUEST FREE DEMO

 
Q3: What can businesses do to thrive in the new

reality?

 

 
 

While it is too early for enterprises to comprehend the severity

of the COVID-19 crisis and its long-term implications, there

are certain action plans and measures that businesses can

take now to recover lost revenues. In our recent interaction on

the business implications of the COVID-19 crisis, clients from

leading industries shared their experience, their expectations,

and their top strengths and weaknesses in such situations.

These discussions revealed that some industries will emerge

stronger in the post-pandemic world and even witness a

higher revenue growth whereas the others will witness a

sharp decline in revenue forcing them to restructure business

units and take drastic steps to stay afloat in the new normal.
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ABOUT  QUANTZ I G

 

 

 

Quantzig is a premier provider of cutting-edge,

transformative merchandising analytics solutions

that enable retailers to improve customer

satisfaction and loyalty by applying data-driven

insights into their day-to-day decision-making

approaches. With a comprehensive portfolio of

merchandising analytics solutions and a

seasoned team of data scientists and analysts,

Quantzig partners with leading retailers from

different geographies, to help them transform

the economics of their businesses.

 

 

Being one of the world’s leading

analytics solutions provider, we are

committed to offering innovative

analytics-backed solutions that

institutionalize data-driven decision

making to tackle complex

challenges facing the retail sector.

BENEF I TS  OF  PARTNER ING
WITH  QUANTZ IG
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